Light-responsive in situ forming injectable implants for effective drug delivery to the posterior segment of the eye.
Frequent intravitreal injections are currently the preferred treatment method for diseases affecting the posterior segment of the eye. However, these repeated injections have been associated with pain, risk of infection, hemorrhages, retinal detachment and high treatment costs. To overcome these limitations, light-responsive in situ forming injectable implants (ISFIs) may emerge as novel systems providing site-specific controlled drug delivery to the retinal tissues with great accuracy, safety, minimal invasiveness and high cost efficiency. Complex ocular barriers, routes for drug delivery, types of injectable implants, ocular application of light and benefits of light-responsive systems are discussed with regards to challenges and strategies employed for effective drug delivery to the posterior segment of the eye. In particular, we have highlighted photoresponsive moieties, photopolymerization mechanisms and different development strategies with their limitations as well as recent advancements in the field. Biodegradable light-responsive ISFIs are promising drug delivery systems that have shown a high degree of biocompatibility with sustained drug release in a number of applications. However, their use in intravitreal drug delivery is still in the very early stages. Issues related to the biocompatibility of the photoinitiator and the elimination of photo-degraded by-products from the ocular tissues need careful consideration, not only from a chemistry standpoint, but also from a biological perspective to improve the suitability of these systems for clinical applications.